For convex bodies D in R" the deviation d from spherical shape is estimated from above in terms of the (dimensionless) isoperimetric deficiency A of D as follows: d < /(A) (for A sufficiently small). Here / is an explicit elementary function vanishing continuously at 0. The estimate is sharp as regards the order of magnitude of /. The dimensions n = 2 and 3 present anomalies as to the form of /. In the planar case n = 2 the result is contained in an inequality due to T. Bonnesen. A qualitative consequence of the present result is that there is stability in the classical isoperimetric problem for convex bodies D in R" in the sense that, as D varies, ¿-»0 for A -► 0 . The proof of the estimate d < /(A) is based on a related estimate in the case of domains (not necessarily convex) that are supposed a priori to be nearly spherical in a certain sense.
Introduction
For a planar domain D of area A , bounded by a simple closed curve dD of length L, Bonnesen [2] showed in 1924 that D has concentric inscribed and circumscribed circles of radii rx, r2 satisfying the inequality He also showed that the equality sign only occurs for a circle, and furthermore that the inequality ceases to hold in general if the right-hand member is multiplied by a constant c < 1 . Earlier, Bernstein [1] had obtained an equivalent inequality, though with a certain constant factor c ( « 1700) on the right, as a limit case of a corresponding inequality for domains on a sphere in R .
The Bernstein-Bonnesen inequality implies of course the isoperimetric inequality L -4tt,4 > 0 with equality only for a circle, but it shows moreover that there is stability in the isoperimetric problem, in the sense that any domain D with a small isoperimetric deficiency deviates only slightly from a circular disc.
The question naturally arises to which extent there is stability in the isoperimetric problem in higher dimensions. While in dimension 2 the question of stability reduces immediately to the case of convex domains (by passing to the convex hull, whereby the area increases while the length decreases), the situation in higher dimensions is quite different for convex domains and for general domains.
Let ton denote the volume, and hence nton the surface area, of the unit ball Í2 in R" . For a compact domain D in R" with Lipschitz class boundary dD we denote by = tonv , S = ncons the volume of D and the area of dD, respectively.
The isoperimetric deficiency A of D will be defined as the dimensionless quantity n(0n \oenJ W
The isoperimetric inequality asserts that A > 0, with equality only for a ball.3 It will be understood moreover that D is "starshaped" with respect to its barycentre, which we may take to be 0. After a change of scale we may assume that V = ton . With these two normalizations the boundary dD can be represented in polar coordinates R e R+ , Ç e £ (the unit sphere in R" ) by an equation R=l+u(<t), Çeï.
In § 1 we further suppose that D is "nearly spherical" in the sense that M INI« ^2oV Halloo <Xr where || • || , 1 < p < oo, denotes the Lp-norm with respect to the normalized surface measure on Z. With this ad hoc restriction we show that there is stability in the isoperimetric problem in R" , both in Sobolev 1-norm and in uniform norm. More precisely, we obtain the following estimates, valid under the hypothesis (*) :
where A and A1 are constants depending only on n and explicity calculable (Theorem 1.2). In the cases n > 3 one may of course insert HVwH^ < 1/2, cf. (*) above.
The stated equivalence between the square root of the isoperimetric deficiency A of a domain D satisfying (*) and the Sobolev 1-norm of u, as expressed in (La), was established in [6] for the case n = 3 by almost the same method as in the present paper, and it was shown that some restriction like (*) above is necessary for stability-whether in uniform norm or in Sobolev 1-norm as in (La). (An example is obtained e.g. by adding a thin "spike" to a ball.)
In §2 we specialize to the class of convex bodies D in R", and we show that within this class there is stability without any additional assumption like (*) above. More precisely it is shown (Theorem 2.3) that there exist explicitly calculable positive constants n and C, depending only on n, such that any convex body D in R" with isoperimetric deficiency A < n is nearly spherical in the sense of (*) and satisfies CA* for n = 2, (n) IML < { ClAlog^J forzi = 3, CA^ for n > 4.
The case n = 2, settled by Bonnesen, has been included here for comparison. The estimate (II) is sharp also in dimension az > 3, except for the value of C. To see this we construct (in §3) an explicit one-parameter family of convex bodies D = Da, a e R+ , such that, for each Da , (II) holds with < replaced by > , but with C replaced by a suitable smaller constant independent of a ; and further such that the isoperimetric deficiency of Da approaches 0 as a-»0. In order to derive these precise estimates (II) from (Lb) we first note the following elementary geometric inequality, valid for any convex body D, (**)
Halloo < 2i!Shi»¿ II lloo (Lemma 2.2). It shows that the former condition in (*) implies the latter (when n > 3 ), hence further implies (I), which in turn easily leads to (II) when A is sufficiently small, again in view of (**). To complete the proof we consider, for any convex body D, the family of parallel bodies D(X) = D+X£l ( £2 = the closed unit ball, X > 0 ). Using a classical inequality of Minkowski it is easily shown that the isoperimetric deficiency A(X) of D(X) decreases to 0 as X -> oo (Lemma 2.5). On the other hand, the barycentre of D(X) remains bounded, and hence the "spherical deviation" H«^ , now calculated for D(X), tends to 0 as X -► co, showing that (II) holds when applied to D(X) for all sufficiently large X. A simple continuity argument finishes the proof. In a preliminary version of the present paper the stability result (II) for convex bodies satisfying A < n was established for n = 3 (with a much smaller value of n ) by use of two inequalities due to Bonnesen [3, p. 135] , and for general n > 3 by application of a recent result of Osserman [10] (cf. §2.7 below) combined with the following estimate S n 2( n \n~ n -< 2 n-1 +A) p V«-i/ of the ratio between the diameter ô and the inradius p of a convex body in R" in terms of the isoperimetric deficiency A.
Stability in the case of nearly spherical domains
The isoperimetric deficiency of a (compact) domain D in R" of «-dimensional volume V and (n -1)-dimensional surface area S is defined in this paper by 
In order to exploit (7) we introduce the following function v close to u :
whereby (7) reads (10) f v do = 0.
In the sequel we occasionally assume that n > 3, but the planar case can be handled in the same way, cf. Remark 1.5 below.
We estimate |iz -u\ and \Vv -Vw| , using (3): fc-2
|V«-Vu|<^|V«|, |Vw| < |Vw| < jy|Vi/|.
1°. Estimate of A from below. The proof of the former inequality in (4) is rather delicate. When expanding the integral on the right of (6) it is important to eliminate the integral of the first order term in (1 + u)n~ , and this will be done by use of (7):
Writing, for simplicity, || • || in place of |¡ • ||2 in the rest of the proof, we infer
Because y/T+t > 1 + ¿(1 -|) for í > 0, and |Vw|2 < 4, cf. (3), we have
For « > 3 we insert (15), and we obtain after integration over Z, invoking (6) and the latter inequality in (14),
Denoting by V the Laplace-Beltrami operator on Z, we have
The projection of u on the eigenspace of -V corresponding to the eigenvalue k(k + n -2), k = 0,1,2, ... , may be written as akYk , where ak > 0 is a constant and Yk is a normalized eigenfunction, hence the restriction to Z of a (real) homogeneous polynomium of degree k on R" (cf. e.g. [9] ). We thus have the following expansion in spherical harmonics
in view of (17). From (7), (8) we shall now deduce that ak = f-LuYk do is small for k = 0,1, viz.
(19) a0<a\\u\\, ax<a\\u\\, « = ¿-As to a0, note that Y0 = 1 (or -1 ), and so from (10), (11) ao = \ udo = / (u -v)da < / \u-v\do <a / \u\do < a\\u\\ \Jz \Ji Ji Jn
As to ax, Yx is the restriction to Z of a linear form on R" , and hence, by (8) and by symmetry, f (l + u)n+xYxdo = 0, ÍYxdo = 0.
We therefore obtain, using || Yx || = 1, -1 (...
again with a = ¿ , because (« -l)a < ^ by (3).
From (19), (18) Similarly, from (16),
and here (19) and (20) are applicable because ß -y > 0. This leads to
noting that 1 + 2a2A = X by (21).
Now multiply (22) by a positive constant zcn < y to be specified presently, and subtract from (23):
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The coefficient to ak increases with k . To ensure that all coefficients are > 0 it suffices therefore to choose zcn so that the coefficient to a2 equals 0 :
k _(2y-(ß-a2y)X)n + (ß-a2y)X (2 + a2X)n + (l+a2X)
Inserting a = -^,ß = ^,y = -¡^ , and X (see (16), (21)), we obtain, writing lim"^™K" = k , n-»oo n K = 0.102... > X, #c, = 0.171... .
' ^3
The monotone sequence (tcn) is thus decreasing and *" > jo • Note also that Kn < Ki < y. We have therefore now established the former inequality in (4) in the stronger form A>/c"(N|2 + ||VM||2).
2°. Estimate of A from above. For the easy proof of the latter inequality in (4) we only need the assumption \u\ < a = 3/(20«) in ( 1°. r/zeco5e n = 3. Here K = 2, and we get from (26) ||U||oo<2a||VW||oo + 2(logcot|)i||Vt;||2.
Because cot f < \ and (a + è)2 < 2a2 + 2b2, this leads to the more manageable inequality (27) ^¿^Sa'llVtzllL + Slog^llV^II2.
From v / 0 and j v do = 0 follows ||Vtz||2 > 0, and the right-hand member in (27) is least for 2a2 = ||Vu||2/||Vf H^ . Inserting this in (27) we obtain the estimates stated in the lemma for zi = 3 . 2°. The case « > 4. Because sin tp > 2tp/n, we now get from (26) n-2 3-n INI«, < 2a||Vi;||00 + (2KY (|) -|_||Vt;||2.
The right-hand member is least for a"~x = K^ffi^WVvWl/WVvf^ (assuming v ^0, i.e., ||Vv||2 > 0 ). This leads, in the first place, to Hoo^a^llVizIL, and finally to the desired estimate with n-2 B = Kn~m 4 1.5. Remark. For any specified dimension n the estimates (4) and hence (5) in Theorem 1.2 can be readily improved, mainly by diminishing a,ß,y in the proof of (4). In this way the constants jq and | in (4) can be replaced by 0.24 and 0.54, respectively, for « = 2 and by \ and ¿ , respectively, for n = 3. If one cancels the term ||w||2 in (4), the constant ^ in (4) may even be replaced by 0.30 for n = 2 and by 0.29 for n = 3. This leads to the following constants in (5) (when log denotes natural logarithm): A = 6.4 for n = 2, ,4 = 18.5, / = 16.5 for« = 3.
With B from the end of the proof of Lemma 1.4 we may clearly take A=l0B(f5 -$)"-1 for«>4.
Stability in the case of convex bodies
Henceforth, D denotes a convex body (= a compact convex set with nonempty interior) in R" , « > 3. We denote by v , resp. 5, the radius of a ball with the same volume V, resp. surface area S, as D :
The isoperimetric deficiency as defined in (1), §1, takes the form (29) A =(i)""-l. Proof. It is well known, see e.g. [4] , that the volume V(X) and the surface area S(X) of D(X) are polynomials in X with nonnegative coefficients and of degree « and « -1, respectively:
In particular, WQ=V(0) = V, nWx=S(0) = S, Wn = V(Q.) = ton.
The logarithmic derivative of nncon(l+A(X))n = S(X)nV(X)x~n at X = 0 is For any a, 0 < a < 7t/2, consider the following function w = w(c¡) on the unit sphere Z in R , depending only on the spherical distance tp, 0 < tp < n, from a prescribed "north pole" C e Z, whence we may also write w = w(tp):
{-sin a log sin a + sin a (sin a -sin tp) for sin <p < sin a, -sin a log sin <p for sin tp > sin a, w = sin a cos tp for sin tp < sin a, and hence R(R2 + 2(R')2 -RR") > R* -w", using that 2(R!) > -2(R!) . It remains to show that w" < R . For sintp > 2 sin a this follows from w" = sin2 a / sin2 tp < 1/4 < R3 for small a. In fact, because w>0,R3 = l + 3v>l-3w= 1-0(a) by (44). Next, for sin tp < 2 sin a, one finds w" < 1 (both for sin tp < sin a and for sin tp > sin a ), while R > 1 because v > 0 ; in fact, w and hence v are decreasing, and for sintp = 2 sin a the value of i; is The maximum and minimum of w(tp) are tzz(O) = sin a(l -log sin a) and w(n/2) = 0, respectively. Because the mean value w is small compared to w(0) (when a is small), we therefore have úf«a «A"+1 , í/ w a «AIIVmII^ .
These last two estimates should be compared with Theorem 2.3 and with (5) in Theorem 1.2, respectively, in the case « > 4.
